Improved Efficiency of the Desulfurization of Oil Sulfur Compounds in Escherichia coli Using a Combination of Desensitization Engineering and DszC Overexpression.
The 4S pathway of biodesulfurization, which can specifically desulfurize aromatic S-heterocyclic compounds without destroying their combustion value, is a low-cost and environmentally friendly technology that is complementary to hydrodesulfurization. The four Dsz enzymes convert the model compound dibenzothiophene (DBT) into the sulfur-free compound 2-hydroxybiphenyl (HBP). Of these four enzymes, DszC, the first enzyme in the 4S pathway, is the most severely affected by the feedback inhibition caused by HBP. This study is the first attempt to directly modify DszC to decrease its inhibition by HBP, with the results showing that the modified protein is insensitive to HBP. On the basis of the principle that the final HBP product could show a blue color with Gibbs reagent, a high-throughput screening method for its rapid detection was established. The screening method and the combinatorial mutagenesis generated the mutant AKWC (A101K/W327C) of DszC. After the IC50 was calculated, the feedback inhibition of the AKWC mutant was observed to have been substantially reduced. Interestingly, the substrate inhibition of DszC had also been reduced as a result of directed evolution. Finally, the recombinant BL21(DE3)/BADC*+C* (C* represents AKWC) strain exhibited a specific conversion rate of 214.84 μmolHBP/gDCW/h, which was 13.8-fold greater than that of the wild-type strain. Desensitization engineering and the overexpression of the desensitized DszC protein resulted in the elimination of the feedback inhibition bottleneck in the 4S pathway, which is practical and effective progress toward the production of sulfur-free fuel oil. The results of this study demonstrate the utility of desensitization of feedback inhibition regulation in metabolic pathways by protein engineering.